The idea to do this was suggested by Conner, who should be thanked for his help on this and other matters. The reader should note that the additive system of generators obtained is for H U (K), where K is a fractional ideal in an algebraic number field. In this setting there are in general no rank one forms. This contrasts sharply with the case of H^OiK)) for the Dedekind ring of integers O(K) in an algebraic number field which has been studied and understood [1] ,
The case of a fractional ideal arises in [3] , for example, where the group H ±1 (^-\E/Q)) for K = 2f-\E\Q) the inverse different is computed. However, no method for constructing representatives of the Witt classes is discussed in [3] .
In [2] , the group H_ ί (Z(X)) 9 where X = exp 2πi/p a pth root of unity, p an odd prime, was studied. Here rank 2 forms were constructed by ad hoc considerations. We return to this example later, as it is a special case of the general result we obtain.
We now begin by describing the setting in which we work. Let E be an algebraic number field together with an involution -. The fixed field of -is F. We denote by O(E) and O(F) the Dedekind rings of integers in E and F respectively. Let K be a -invariant fractional O(J5 r )-ideal. We fix u a unit in E of norm 1, i.e., uύ = 1. The non-singularity condition is that the adjoint map Ad B B: [1] where this group is discussed in detail. The intimate relation of this group to topology is examined in [3] and [2] .
We begin our study of the general case by introducing the group Iso (E/F). The purpose of this group is to restrict out attention to various equivalence classes of H U (K) which are canonically isomorphic. Following [1] , we consider pairs (u, K) satisfying:
( (1) and (2) [1, p. 29] This theorem implies that to give an additive system of generators for H n (K) it suffices to consider the equivalence class \u, K\ of (u, K) in Iso (E/F).
In fact, we can compute Iso (E/F) as follows. Let R denote the collection of prime ideals 3? in O(E) which lie over prime ideals P in O(F) which ramify in E over F. F(v /~σ~) . Let τ: F ->C be an embedding. We say τ is a real infinite prime if τ: F ~> R, and in this case τ induces an ordering onF. If a < 0 with respect to this ordering, meaning τ(σ) < 0, then τ is said to be an infinite ramified prime as opposed to the (finite) ramified prime ideals described above.
Each infinite ramified prime gives rise to a signature sgn[M, J5] The final preliminary step needed is to recall the computation of H U (K). This is done in terms of an exact sequence
is then the kernel of the d map, which is computed in [1, p. 89] . At each prime ^, there is the local boundary
We will implicitly use this calculation in what follows. The important observation is this. Choose x e E with xx~x -u. Then ramified primes are divided into two classes
at ramified primes of class 0, and 3(^) preserves rank at ramified primes of class 1 [1, p. 94 ]. Thus we see that in order for a rank 1 form to exist it is necessary that there be no class 1 ramified primes.
We now proceed to give an additive system of generators for H U (K) . By Theorem 3, it suffices to consider \u, K\ in Iso (E/F). Case 1. If no prime, finite or infinite, is ramified, then
This is discussed in [4] . In case (a), H^OiE)) is generated by the (a) If s = 0, K = O(J&). In this case there are no class 1 ramified primes and a rank 1 form exists. A complete description of the additive generators is given in [1, p. 102] (b) If s > 0, then all ramified primes ^ which divide K are class 1, so no rank 1 forms can exist. The object now is to build up rank 2 forms which generate H X (K).
Before continuing, we introduce the Hubert symbol (y, σ) P , where yeF, and E = F(V σ). This symbol is +1 if y is a norm from the completion of E at S?, and -1 otherwise. We shall need the following lemma. (1) (d, σ) P = +1 at P inert.
( 2 ) (d, σ) P -+1 at all class 1 ramified primes. This is because [M, B] is even rank, and the Hubert symbol determines 3(P).
The following lemma is not difficult to show.
LEMMA 6. If d is the discriminant of (M, B), then there is a fractional O(E)-ideal A with dAA = O(E). In fact, we may take A -A
n M, the nth. exterior power of M.
Now let L: E@E-*E®E have matrix (% &).
Identify ele-
). Then L defines an E-valued any y = (fy be elements in E® E. Then L*(x, ») = (6 1 δ 2 )(| ^)(j) -ψLx.
We shall now show that L can be chosen with the following properties:
( 
To begin with, let y = d. Then 7 6 dO(E) c dϋT"" = ySj since ^ is ramified). In order to see this, recall that dAA = OCE), so d^e ilcO(J5). By choice A and if are relatively prime ideals, so d~x is a local unit at all ^ dividing if. But all dividing if are class 1 ramified primes, so by the boundary sequence (d, σ) P = +1 at all such ^. Thus, by Lemma 5, d~x is a square in the residue field at all tamely ramified primes dividing if. At all wildly ramified primes dividing if, d~ι is also clearly a square in the residue field since in this case the residue field has characteristic 2 and everything is a square. Thus, for all primeŝ dividing if, we can find β[ in 0{E)\^t such that
Let βi be a lift of /9 to O(E). Notice that if ^ and ^2 are relatively prime ideals dividing if, then we can find r u s 2 in ^ and ^2 with r t + s 2 = 1. Now consider /^n + /9A. It follows that (^g^ + /ΘA)
It follows inductively that we can find βeO(E)dA- (3 ) with discriminant d. The question is whether these two-dimensional forms generate H X {K).
A. If there are no infinite ramified primes, so no signatures, then the answer is yes. In this case, H λ (E) is determined by rank mod 2 and discriminant, and we have realized all possible discriminants.
B. Suppose there are 2 or more infinite ramified primes. Then arguing as above we may produce a two-dimensional form M -O(E)®AK, B = (J β\ with discriminant d satisfying:
(d, σ)p -+1 at all primes, finite or infinite, except for τ 1 and τ 2 , two specified infinite primes. ] has signature ±2 at r x . By tensoring with an appropriate 1-dimensional form from H^OiE)) if necessary, we can produce two 2-dimensional forms in H γ {K) with the following properties.
[M l9 B ± ] has signature +2 at ^ and τ 2 .
[M 2 , B 2 ] has signature +2 at τ ί and -2 at τ 2 .
These forms still have discriminant d since tensoring an even rank form with a 1-dimensional form from H(O(E)) does not change the discriminant. Hence [M lf B x ] φ [M 2 , J5 2 ] has signature +4 at r x , and 0 at τ 2 . In this manner, we have shown that J 2 , the square of the fundamental ideal of even rank forms, is additively generated by the 2-dimensional forms described above. However, the collection of 2-dimensional forms given clearly generates H^Kyj 2 which is determined by rank mod 2 and discriminant.
C. There is exactly one infinite ramified prime τ. If there are any class 0 ramified primes, meaning any ^ which ramify but do not divide K, we can produce a 2-dimensional form with discriminant d having (d, σ) τ --1 by realization of Hubert symbols and the above construction. We use the class 0 ramified prime ^ to let (d, σ) P . = -1 and satisfy Hubert reciprocity. This 2-dimensional form has signature ±2. Adding this form to itself, it is clear that we obtain a form with signature ±4, and trivial discriminant. Hence J 2 is additively generated by this 2-dimensional form, and we finish as before.
The above also works if there are any dyadic ramified primes. However, if there are no class 0 ramified primes and all ramified primes are non-dyadic, then every form [M, B] in H X {K) has even rank and discriminant d satisfying (d, σ) P = +1 at all primes except possibly τ, the one infinite ramified prime. But then Hubert reciprocity implies (c£, σ) τ -+1 also. Thus, there are no non-zero 2-dimensional forms. H X {K) is then generated by 4-dimensional form with signature +4 at τ, but it is unclear how to explicitly produce this form.
We have thus shown in all cases except the above how to explicitly construct a collection of 2-dimensional forms additively generating H X (K) . In this one exceptional case, H X {K) has no nonzero 2-dimensional forms, and is additively generated by a 4-dimensional form with signature +4.
To illustrate these results, again consider H^iZiX)).
we see that Δ generates ^. However Δ= -Δ, so ΔΔ~ι = -1, and we use the isomorphism / preceding Theorem 4.
All (p -l)/2 infinite primes in Q(λ + λ" 1 ) = F ramify, and & = -(Δ) is the only finite prime over ramified. Our discussion applies perfectly. When p = 3, we obtain the exceptional case described above. In this case only one real infinite prime ramifies, and only one finite non-dyadic prime ramifies. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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